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The Making of a “Gotta Have” Product
Sometimes it’s easy to forget how good we have it.
My father’s friend recently told me about the first job he had out of high school … He lived in Staten
Island, New York, and got a job at a Wall Street firm drawing stock charts by hand.
He’d go into the office each day, and update the previous day’s charts, plotting one point at a time and
using a ruler to connect the points together.
Today, this sort of job seems laughably antiquated, like a milk delivery man or a blacksmith.
But in the early 1970’s, this was just the way business took place. As a cost of doing business, Wall
Street firms needed to employ scores of chartists.
Undoubtedly, technology has made many jobs obsolete over the years.
Although computers have made copying and pasting information remarkably simple, this was not
always the case.
Throughout the 1950s, for example, generating 4 copies of a memo meant typing out the
document once, and then typing out the same
document 3 more times.
This repeated effort kept floors of secretary pools
employed, typing out documents virtually non-stop.
So it comes as no surprise that when the Xerox
914 was released back in 1959, businesses lined up
around the block to get their hands on one.
Although the product was expensive, it was still
cheaper than the alternative: having secretaries
produce copies by hand.
The product, which was the first modern photocopier,
became a “must have” product for every office.
Xerox, of course, minted a fortune from the productivity-improving product every business
needed to have.
On the back of the product, Xerox revenues jumped from $2 million in 1959, to over $500 million
by 1965.
Undoubtedly, the Xerox 914 was the type of opportunity investors dream of …
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The type of invention that everyone in an industry needs to use because it is so much better
than any alternative.
Xerox is not the only one.
History is littered with similar examples of inventions that revolutionized industries.
•
•
•
•

Books were once limited to the extremely wealthy before the invention of Gutenberg’s printing
press with movable type.
There was virtually no cotton industry to speak of before Eli Whittney invented the cotton gin.
The steel industry was a tiny fraction of what it’s become before Henry Bessemer invented a
process for smelting steel.
And, of course, oil extraction was a painstakingly slow and expensive process until Howard
Hughes developed the Hughes Drill bit

Each of these inventions revolutionized their industry, and almost immediately eliminated the
competing alternatives in the process.
Now, at Streetlight Confidential, it’s not often we come across one of these opportunities.
Business school professors like to call these “big bang disruptions.”
These are inventions that historically came around once or twice in a generation and completely
disrupted an industry.
We’ve been fortunate to live at a time where we’ve seen several of these big bang disruptions. Some
examples that come to mind include:
•
•
•

Uber eclipsing the taxi industry.
Smartphones replacing basic mobile phones.
Digital cameras replacing film.

The thing about big bang disruptions is that when they occur, they create massive opportunities… And
investors clever enough to invest in these technologies early-on make a fortune in the process.

The Two Phases of Innovation Growth
At this point, it’s common knowledge that game-changing
innovation can drive big investor returns.
But what most investors don’t realize is that innovative
industries usually have two phases of growth.
Better still, investors who know about this pattern stand to
make big gains — even if they’re not early to
the trend.
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The pattern is known as the “Gartner Hype Cycle.”
Anytime there is a new industry or technology breakthrough, you can expect the Gartner Hype Cycle to
take place.
It goes like this:
Step 1: A new technology is discovered or a new
industry is created.
Step 2: A small group of very early adopters discover
the opportunity, and decide to invest/buy it.
Step 3: The opportunity attracts lots of investors and customers. They are extremely
excited by the opportunity. They see how game changing it will be, and they want to
participate. Lots of people get rich in the process.
Step 4: The opportunity fails to live up to the hype. Investors and customers lose faith in
the opportunity, which goes “out of style.”
Step 5: A core group of strong-believers continue to remain dedicated to the opportunity.
They persist in working on it despite the fact that others have given up.
Step 6: The continued efforts of the strong believers pays off! The industry or technology
becomes sufficiently developed to begin to deliver on its promise.
We’ve seen this trend play out over and over again throughout the years, with industry-changing
innovations like:
•
•
•
•

Railways.
The internet.
Renewable energy.
Cryptocurrency.

Each of these innovations has one thing in common: They all followed the Gartner Hype Cycle.
You might remember in the late nineties when the internet was first introduced.
Investors plowed trillions of dollars into any opportunity related to it. The earliest investors made
fortunes in the process.
And then, it all fell apart.
As the dot-com bubble burst, many investors gave up hope on opportunities in technology investments.
This turned out to be a huge mistake!
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Three of the five biggest companies in the world today (Amazon, Apple, and Microsoft) all saw their
stock prices slashed by the dot-com fallout.
Investors who knew about the Gartner Hype Cycle, were able to predict that, even though those
investments had gone out of favor, there would be another big phase of growth.

The Explosive Cannabis Industry
Today, there is another industry that has fallen out of favor, but could be ramping up for big returns.
Like the post-dot-com internet, the cannabis industry has fallen on dark days.
The market for “pot stocks” has been in the dumpster for nearly three years now.
Numerous publicly traded, high-potential cannabis companies have seen their stock prices collapse
95%12 from all-time highs.
Cannabis stocks saw their peak in 2018-2019, as investors anticipated the opportunities that would be
created from recreational marijuana.
Driven in part by enthusiasm for a growing movement to legalize recreational marijuana in the United
States and Canada, investors bid up the prices of cannabis companies to unsustainable levels.
Then the reality set in.
Unrealistic expectations which had driven much of the growth in cannabis stock prices started to fade.
A cannabis crop surplus drove down prices and caused the industry’s publicly traded companies to
miss forecasts.
Instances of fraud and mismanagement in the industry didn’t help things.
Institutional and retail investors exited the stocks en-masse.
Today, the cannabis stock market is a small shell of its former self.
Many investors who were once bullish on the sector have vowed to never return to it. Others are
waiting for policy changes at a federal level in the United States before considering an investment.
But despite these bearish opinions of the market, the cannabis opportunity looks as bright as ever.
Having learned from the mistakes of the past, today’s biggest cannabis firms have brought in
professional management teams determined to clean up the industry.
These companies are fueled by the same enthusiasm of the original cannabis bubble — and the
knowledge that America, and the world, are ready for recreational cannabis.
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In a study conducted last year by Pew Research, a reported
91% of Americans are in favor of
legalizing cannabis.3
A different study by Gallup found that 49% of American
adults had tried cannabis4, and 12% were regular users (in
line with the percentage of Americans smoking tobacco5).
A report from Wells Fargo research last year suggested that
the recreational cannabis industry (inclusive of legal and
illegal products), already cranks out $83 billion in revenue
annually in the US6.
Globally, this number is likely closer to
$415 billion annually7.
Despite its already massive size, the global cannabis
business is still growing. Some analysts expect that it could grow as much as 27% per year
through 20308.
With the global cannabis business is closing in on a half a trillion dollars annually, the market is
starting to look ripe with opportunity.
Better still, since the industry has already gone through a bubble, investors can now buy cannabisrelated investments for pennies on the dollar.
Because the stocks are out of favor, investors now have the unique opportunity to buy these
investments for much less than they’re worth.
Of course, investors could take advantage of this by investing in a basket of the biggest publicly traded
cannabis companies.
However, there’s one company in particular that is poised to dominate the cannabis industry, just as it
prepares for a comeback.

The Journey from Plant to Medicine
Although the cannabis business has evolved a lot over the years, the technology used to process the
plant has largely stayed the same.
1. First the cannabis flower is harvested from the ground.
2. Then it is trimmed and dried (or sometimes dried before being trimmed).
3. Then the cannabis buds are cured (this is like being aged, where the buds are kept under tightly
controlled temperature and humidity conditions to concentrate flavors, preserve the product, and
achieve the desired moisture content).
4. Finally, the cannabis flower is ready to be smoked. If the cannabis producer is making an oil or
extract, then more steps will be required.
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As you can imagine, this process takes weeks, and
results in the loss of valuable components of
the plant.
Among those components are the plants’ trichomes
— delicate, translucent, crystals that coat the leaves,
buds and flowers of cannabis and hemp plants that
contain substantially all of the THC in the plant.
Researchers believe that as much as 90% of the
THC — the chemical responsible for cannabis’s
medicinal properties — resides in the
plants’ trichomes9.
However, these trichomes begin evaporating the second the cannabis plant is harvested from the earth.
They can also become dislodged and lost by movement associated with processing and transportation.
The tragedy is, although cannabis farmers go to great lengths to grow trichome-rich crops, as much as
30% of the plant’s trichomes can be lost during the processing of the plant.
But one company has a product that claims it can capture 100% of the plant’s trichomes, and save time
and money in the process!

The ‘Xerox’ of the Cannabis Industry
We started the article by describing how Xerox built the kind of business that investors salivate over…
A business with a product so valuable that every business needs to have one.
Well, we’ve found a business which looks poised to become the ‘Xerox’ of the fast growing
cannabis industry.
Cryomass Technologies (OTC: CRYM) designs revolutionary technology that streamlines the
processing and refinement of cannabis and hemp.
Rather than trimming, drying, and curing the product, the company’s patented system uses liquid
nitrogen to freeze-dry cannabis flowers, resulting in a brittle product which can be easily separated
from the valuable trichomes.
This process effectively separates and captures 100% of the valuable THC from the rest of the biomass,
resulting in a highly concentrated trichome powder called ‘sift’ — with no impact on the quality of the
finished product.
Better still, the Cryocann system can be set up directly at the harvest site, to further improve yield by
eliminating the potential for trichomes to be dislodged and lost in-transit.
In addition to improving yield, Cryocann also saves cannabis producers serious money.
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The harvesting, drying, and curing of cannabis we described earlier can take a minimum of 4 weeks for
high quality cannabis. This results in significant costs for cannabis producers related to transportation,
handling, and energy costs — not to mention the personnel and equipment costs associated with
processing cannabis.
In contrast, the all-in-one Cryocann system can process 1,300 pounds of fresh cannabis per hour,
resulting in a shelf-stable, freeze-dried, product that can be safely stored for years.
But that’s not the end of the story.
Because the output of the Cryocann solves an even larger industry problem, which we expect will have
cannabis producers lining up around the corner …

Oil Extracts Leading the Market
Although most people unfamiliar with cannabis may only associate recreational use with smoking
‘joints’ — marijuana cigarettes rolled with dried plant matter (flower) — the reality of modern cannabis
use is very different.
According to a report from New Frontier Data,
roughly 47% of the cannabis market in 2021 was
composed of edibles, vapes, and extracts10.
Among the factors driving the increased popularity of
these products is the ability to better control dosages.
With cannabis flowers, it can be hard to precisely
control THC consumption in a sitting.
Edibles and extracts, on the other hand, typically offer
a defined THC concentration by volume, allowing
consumers and patients to know exactly how much
THC they are consuming. Other companies have
developed designs for THC vapes that allow users to
precisely control dosage11.
In addition to dose control, consumers and patients
prefer the convenience, speed, and discretion of these
products; it’s far easier to take a drag from a vape pen than it is to roll and light a joint.
Finally, these products have grown especially popular among consumers who are uncomfortable with
the taste, smell, and health impacts of smoking cannabis.
Producers have been more than happy to fill this market need.
Although dried marijuana flower generally enjoys a 76% margin, producers stand to make as much as
84% margin on extracts (including oils and vapes). In dollar terms, this comes out to an extra $4.13 per
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dried gram equivalent12.
For producers, the choice is clear. Although growing cannabis is profitable, the process of converting
the cannabis into oils and vapes is substantially more profitable.
But in order to tap into this profit line, producers need pure, highly-concentrated plant extracts that can
be processed into alternate forms of cannabis.
Fortunately for Cryomass investors, this is where the company really shines.
As I mentioned earlier, Cryomass’s proprietary technology greatly simplifies the process of separating
the trichomes from the plant . Management claims their Cryocann device is also able to produce
4-times more extract — the THC oil used in edibles and vapes — than the leading solvent-based
methods which use nasty chemicals like ammonia and butane.
The finished product can reach concentrations as high as 90% THC (compared to approximately 25%
for high quality cannabis flower or 10% for low quality cannabis flower) and is easily transformed into
oils for use in vape or edibles.
Our research found that the closest product currently on the market (Live Rosin), typically retails
between $40-70 per gram13 compared to an average retail price of just $10 for cannabis flower.
Cryomass’s technology allows cannabis producers to turn otherwise low–priced flowers into highpotency, high-margin rosin.

Other Opportunities
It’s worth noting the other applications of Cryocann beyond fresh THC extraction.
Although the Cryocann produces the greatest yield when used on freshly harvested cannabis, the
system can also be applied to existing stores of dried and cured cannabis flower.
This allows producers to reduce the footprint of their supply, thereby reducing storage, personnel, and
energy cost.
As with the company’s fresh cannabis processing, the output produced from dried and cured cannabis
flower results in sift, which is shelf-stable at room temperature for extended periods of time.
Apart from marijuana, the Cryocann system is also capable of producing CBD-rich trichome sift from
hemp plants.
In the future, management intends to explore the recovery of other trichome concentrates from a broad
variety of plants, herbs and hops.
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Business Model and Progress
Rather than selling the Cryocann system directly, the company intends to offer it as a service
to producers.
This “tolling” model allows the company to extract a fee on every pound of cannabis processed using
the system.
The system is designed to be transportable by truck, allowing the process to take place as close to the
harvest as possible.
The company has an exclusive patent until 2038 for any machine using its proprietary method of flashfreezing and separating plant material.
In order to save time and money, the company is using external manufacturers to assemble its
proprietary equipment. This arrangement allows the company to focus on what it does best … sales and
product development.
Last year, Cryomass contracted with two equipment manufacturers to design and build early
product prototypes.
The company intends to begin testing the product this quarter and by next quarter, announce new
contracts signed by customers as it transitions to product commercialization.

Other Tailwinds
The company has a number of opportunities working in its favor.
With the impending mid-term election in November, we could see a number of politicians at both the
state and national level advocating for more liberal cannabis laws.
A favorable regulatory environment in cannabis could potentially re-energize cannabis stocks,
including Cryomass, later this year.
Another thing working in Cryomass’ favor: The company may have a shot at becoming the first
publicly traded cannabis company on a major national exchange which has direct exposure to the
US market.
Because cannabis is still illegal at the federal level, large stock exchanges like NASDAQ and NYSE
have been reluctant to list companies which operate in the United States.
Cryomass’ unique business position — the fact that it provides services to cannabis producers and does
not directly produce, distribute or sell cannabis — may qualify the company to trade on these
bigger exchanges.
In this case, the company could theoretically also benefit by appealing to fund managers who have
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historically been prevented from investing in the growing US cannabis industry.
Although US-based cannabis producers can be traded on small over-the-counter exchanges, large
institutional investors like ETFs and mutual funds have historically been reluctant to own these stocks
as they may violate federal securities laws.

Team
Now, as anyone in startup sales will tell you, landing your first customer can often be a long and drawn
out process.
Even if you’re selling the best thing since sliced bread, bigger companies will often make unproven
companies jump through hoops before they’re willing to get to business.
And Cryomass is going after BIG companies.
To hear management tell it, they describe their goal as signing big contracts with the whales of the
cannabis industry rather than mom-and-pop producers.
But they have an ace up their sleeve that will likely help them along the way.
The company has already roped in a high-profile cannabis industry veteran to help them get their foot
in the door.
The company is backed by Anthony WIle, Co-Founder of Colombian Cannabis Producer, PharmaCielo.
During Anthony’s time with PharmaCielo, the company reached a market cap of more than $1.4 billion.
PharmaCielo remains one of the largest exporters of pharmaceutical-grade, medical cannabis products,
with production capacity of over 500,000kg of cannabis flower annually.
Heading up the Cryomass management team is CEO Christian Noel.
Noel got his start in the cannabis industry more than 10 years ago when marijuana was just beginning
to be approved for medical use. He was an early investor in PharmaCielo, and Mettrum Health which
was acquired by Canopy for $433 million.
Noel’s tenure in the cannabis industry, and his deep contact list of industry executives, will give
Cryomass a leg up when they begin offering their services later this year.

Risks:
Of course high-potential opportunities like Cryomass are not without risk.
As a development stage company, Cryomass has yet to produce a working device or sign binding sales
contracts with cannabis producers.
Although the company is on the verge of testing its first machine, there is no guarantee that the machine
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(or the processed product) will live up to the company’s claims.
This represents an especially large risk as the viability of the company’s business model depends on its
ability to produce quality and/or efficiency gains for its customers.
In a scenario where the company produces marginally improved quality or efficiency gains, the
company may need to raise additional dilutive capital to retool its machine.
For now, the company has sufficient capital to see it through the next 12 months.
However, even in the best case scenario, the company will likely need to raise additional capital
sometime around the middle of 2023. While Christian has publicly said that Cryomass has sufficient
funding to carry it through the next twelve months, depending on the fundraising climate at that time,
the company may find itself limited to raising capital at less than favorable terms.
Of course, it goes without saying that Cryomass would be at risk if for whatever reason the regulatory
environment for cannabis got tighter in the United States. Although I don’t see this as an especially
likely scenario, it is worth calling out as the product remains illegal at a federal level.
That said, the company’s strong ties to producers in Colombia and Canada help mitigate this risk.
Another risk which generally applies to investments in the cannabis space is the competitive
operating climate.
The cannabis industry has become highly saturated over the last several years as regulations
loosened. Although the company has a patent on its specific technology, there’s no guarantee that
another, perhaps superior, technology won’t come along. Simply put, if the company’s service proves
successful, they soon may quickly find themselves competing with other technology offerings.
However, as far as risks go, I’m not overly concerned about competing technologies at this time. The
biggest test of Cryomass’ success will come in the next few months, as the company begins trials of its
technology and scaling its business.

Conclusion
Cryomass is an early stage cannabis services company which has developed a
revolutionary technology.
The company’s Cryocann system eliminates nearly three weeks from the cannabis production cycle,
allowing producers to get products to market faster.
Cryomass’s patented freeze-drying process helps producers retain 100% of the THC-rich trichome
crystals, resulting in a more potent product.
The company has exclusive rights to its patent until 2038, and intends to market its technology to
cannabis producers as a service, extracting a fee for every pound of cannabis processed.
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Perhaps most importantly, Cryomass’s ability to take undifferentiated commodity-grade cannabis and
turn it into high-margin, high-potency sift, positions the company to become a “must-have” service for
cannabis producers.
Although the company has yet to officially sign any customers for its service, we expect an
announcement regarding sales progress in the coming months.
Investors would be wise to take a look at this company while they are still in the process of testing their
technology to realize the highest potential for returns.
As always, be sure to speak with your financial advisor before making any investment decisions to
determine if an investment in Cryomass (OTC: CRYM) is right for you.
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its management. Streetlight Confidential was paid $45,000 as a research fee. In addition, Streetlight Confidential may receive subscription revenue in the future from new subscribers as a result of this
advertisement. The advertising agencies will retain any excess sums after all expenses are paid. During the period of time this advertisement is being disseminated, neither Streetlight Confidential, the advertising
agencies, nor their respective officers, principals, or affiliates (as defined in the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Rule 501(b) promulgated thereunder) and will, receive or sell such securities of CryoMass
Technologies Inc. for not less than 90 days following the conclusion of this advertising campaign. The Payor has represented in writing to Streetlight Confidential and the advertising agencies that neither it nor
its officers, principals, or affiliates (as defined in the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Rule 501(b) promulgated thereunder) owns or beneficially owns any securities of the OTC: CRYM or will purchase,
receive, or sell any such securities for not less than 90 days following the conclusion of this advertising campaign. If successful, this advertisement will increase investor and market awareness, which may result
in an increased number of shareholders owning and trading the securities of OTC: CRYM, increased trading volume, and possibly an increased share price of OTC: CRYM securities, which may be temporary.
This advertisement, the advertising agencies and Streetlight Confidential do not purport to provide a complete analysis of OTC: CRYM’s financial position. They are not, and do not purport to be, broker-dealers
or registered investment advisors. This advertisement is not, and should not be construed to be, personalized investment advice directed to or appropriate for any particular investor. Any investment should be
made only after consulting a registered broker-dealer or registered investment advisor or doing your own research if you do not utilize an investment professional to make decisions on what securities to buy and
sell and only after reviewing the financial statements and other pertinent publicly-available information about OTC: CRYM and its industry. Further, readers are specifically urged to read and carefully consider
the Risk Factors identified and discussed in OTC: CRYM SEC filings. Investing in microcap securities such as OTC: CRYM is speculative and carries a high degree of risk. Past performance does not guarantee
future results. This advertisement is based exclusively on information generally available to the public and does not contain any material, non-public information. The information on which it is based is believed to
be reliable. Nevertheless, the advertising agencies and Streetlight Confidential cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information and are not responsible for any errors or omissions. This
advertisement contains forward-looking statements, including statements regarding expected continual growth of OTC: CRYM and/or their industry. The advertising agencies and Streetlight Confidential note
that statements contained herein that look forward in time, which include everything other than historical information, involve risks and uncertainties
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